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Widevine  

 
Non-DRM Support  DASH/HLS 

Disk Space Web: 87 KB 

Installation Web API library for browsers 

Video Format H.264, H.265 (with native decoder), Variable Bit Rate, Multiple Bit Rate with Adaptive Streaming 
Multi Language Support Multi language audio, subtitles (web vtt), late binding 

Additional Features Pre-roll and Mid-roll advertising integration, resumption of play, digital  
water marking, optional integration with INSHOW and INPLAY Communication. 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

INPLAY Lite Player with Ad Insertion 
 

IdeaNova’s INPLAY Lite Player allows for playback of Non-DRM content natively on PC, Mac and mobile players.  Our INPLAY Lite solution 
allows for multi-period advertisement insertion and seamless transition between playback of ad and media content.  These players 
leverage Dash and HLS technology implemented in a web library for compatible browsers. 
 

Integration and Customization 
 

Many Non-DRM players today are either using Flash or video streaming that is not optimized for today’s web and mobile device landscape.  
The challenges seen today with this approach will be further exasperated as the browser vendors are imposing more security restrictions 
thus pushing Flash and Plug-in based software out of the market.   Apple announced in 2016 support for fragmented MP4 files, which 
provides an opportunity to standardize on the media, file format and provide a plugin-less platform for streaming unencrypted content.  
Our INPLAY Lite players take an advantage of such modern technologies to provide a full set of features required for an uninterrupted 
viewing experience of video content.  INPLAY Lite players leverage modern web technologies such as HTML5 and JavaScript and are 
compatible with a majority of modern laptop and mobile browsers. INPLAY Lite Players are also integrated with our INSHOW logging and 
reporting product capable of collecting, analyzing and reporting on vital usage and life cycle events associated with watching streaming 
media.  INPLAY player’s functionality can be further enhanced with the use of our INPLAY Communicator product, which allows 
communication with other users in a closed area network.  The use of INPLAY Communicator and INSHOW products is optional.  INPLAY 
Lite comes with a packager that is capable of packaging clear and DRM content from the same interface, simplifying the operational 
processes in order to streamline media production.  
 

Features 
 

The INPLAY Lite Player reuses the same mp4 assets across all platforms (PC, MAC, and Mobile) minimizing storage and media distribution 
requirements.  The reuse of mp4 assets ensures unprecedented efficiency that maximizes storage space and reduces operation efforts when 
managing digital media.  Playback is done natively on each platform without the need for a mobile application or plugin, guaranteeing 
unobstructed access to the content immediately after the user clicks the “play” button.  INPLAY Lite has the capability to dynamically inject 
pre-roll and mid-roll ads into the player plus all other benefits of INPLAY DRM players: 
 

• Common,	configurable	UI	and	UI	controls		
• Resumption	of	play		
• Buffer	indicator	and	ability	to	handle	temporary	network	disconnects		
• Multi	language	audio	and	subtitles		
• Integration	with	INPLAY	Communicator	(chat)		
• Integration	with	INSHOW	Analytics		
• Visible	watermarking		
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Supported Platforms 

OS	 Browser	 Browser	Version	 Media Format Compatible	
	Android	4.3+	 Chrome	 53	 Dash √	

Windows	7	 Chrome	 39	 Dash √	
Windows	7	 Firefox	 47	 Dash √	
Windows	8.1	 Chrome	 53	 Dash √	
Windows	8.1	 Firefox	 47	 Dash √	
Windows	8.1	 IE	 11	Desktop	 Dash √	
Windows	10	 Chrome	 53	 Dash √	
Windows	10	 Firefox	 47	 Dash √	
Windows	10	 IE	 11	Desktop	 Dash √	
Windows	10	 Edge	 20	 Dash √	
OS	X	El	Capitan	 Firefox	 34	 Dash √	
OS	X	El	Capitan	 Safari	 10	 Dash √	
OS	X	El	Capitan	 Chrome	 53	 Dash √	
macOS	Sierra	 Firefox	 49	 Dash √	
macOS	Sierra	 Safari	 10	 Dash √	
macOS	Sierra	 Chrome	 53	 Dash √ 
iOS	 Safari	 -	 HLS √	


